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ACTER assumes Cloak Theater, 
as you like it.
Last chance before the election: 
final thoughts on campaign 2000
Briggs Hall professors comment 
on the presidential race
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LUCC begins 
charting your 
destiny for the 
coming year
First m eet ing  is 
in fo r m a t iv e , not 
earth 'shatter ing
by Ryan Young
-----------------------------------------------------------  S t a f f  W r i t e r
The first Lawrence 
University Community
Council meeting of the year 
was promptly called to order 
five minutes late at 4:50 p.m. 
on Oct. 26. Lawrence’s student 
governing body did, however, 
ensure its favor in students’ 
eyes beforehand by making 
available free Snapple and 
bottled water to those in 
attendance. LUCC also seems 
to have lavished some of this 
largess on itself, as most of 
the cabinet members were 
sporting slick new T-shirts 
bearing the slogan, "Our par­
ents won’t let us run with scis­
sors, but you trust us with 
your money."
After roll call, the minutes 
of last year’s final meeting 
were discussed and approved. 
Then, President Chris 
Worman gave his greetings, as 
did the rest of the cabinet. The 
notorious Committee On 
Committees was then 
approved. Treasurer Mike 
Rogosheske stated that the 
LUCC general fund currently 
stands at a healthy 
$61,989.14.
Following this, hall repre­
sentatives were allowed to 
comment on general goings-on 
among their constituencies. 
Plantz Hall’s Cole DeLaney 
expressed indignation at the 
fact that Plantz is officially 
considered the worst place to 
live on campus, and as such is 
slated to become an adminis­
trative building upon comple­
tion of a new residence hall in 
several years.
The next part of the meet­
ing involved representatives 
of newly formed organizations 
pleading their cases, hoping to 
be officially recognized and 
accepted by the Lawrence 
Community. After much ques­
tioning and debate, the 
Students For Leftist Action, 
the Experimental Electronic 
Music Group, FSTOP (a pho­
tography club), and the Bonsai 
Club were all welcomed into 
the community.
The meeting was then 
adjourned, and a yearbook pic­
ture was taken, immortalizing 
all members of the 2000-01 
Lawrence University
Community Council.
Trustees1 decision prompts inquiries
"We ultimately did it because it was the right thing to do."
by A llison Augustyn
■    S t a f f  W r i t e r
The Board of Trustees’ 
recent decision to open the fra­
ternity quad to student organi­
zations falling under the cate­
gory of "formal group" has left 
many Lawrentians curious as 
to the motivation prompting 
these changes.
"With regard to the reason 
that we decided to review resi­
dential life, and specifically 
our policy with regard to equi­
ty in access to the allocation of 
housing, we ultimately did it 
because it was the right thing 
to do. We felt that we had to 
make sure that the policies 
that we espouse live up to our 
highest aspirations," said the 
Board of Trustees chair Harold 
Jordan.
The decision is a result of a 
combination of equity issues 
and a commitment that was 
made almost ten years ago. 
Problems with residence life 
and lack of sufficient housing 
have been before the trustees 
for some time, but were set 
aside in favor of a new science 
hall.
In Nov. 1996, concerns 
regarding Title 9, the law that 
ensures equality regardless of
gender in federally funded pro­
grams, came into question 
before LUCC. Students 
approached the LUCC 
Residence Life Committee 
regarding the lack of sorority 
housing, noting that that 
sororities should be allowed 
housing like the fraternities. 
The concerns were noted and 
the committee suggested that 
the sororities develop a plan 
and then address LUCC direct­
ly-
The issue resurfaced in 
March 1998 during debate over 
Lawrence's small houses. The 
council withdrew a proposal to 
provide sorority housing in 
three of Lawrence's small 
houses. The proposal would 
have provided sororities with 
housing for a three-year trial 
period, after which time sorori­
ties would have been reviewed 
to check if certain criteria had 
been met. Instead, the council 
passed a separate proposal 
that preserved theme houses, 
but allowed for swing housing, 
general lottery, and theme 
house review. Since that time 
the sororities have not 
approached LUCC, but sorority 
housing concerns were taken 
into consideration when the
The quadrangle, home to the frats for over forty years, will soon be open for housing 
for competing student groups.
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Task Force on Residential Life 
conducted and compiled its 
report for review under the 
Board of Trustees.
The Task Force also noted 
the gradual decline in Greek 
affiliation over the years. In 
1960, 58% of the student body 
was Greek. In 1970, that per­
centage had dropped to 38%. In 
1980, the figure dropped to 
29% ,and by the 1999-2000 
year, only 24% of the student 
body remained Greek. 
Although the Greek system 
remains strong, affiliation has 
dropped substantially.
Combined with these other
factors, Lawrence's commit­
ment to maintaining equity 
helped prompt the housing 
decision at the Oct. 2000 meet­
ing, but did not provide the 
foundation for the changes: 
"We were aware of potential 
issues with regard to Title 9 
and any gender bias in our 
allocation of housing, but we 
were intent on not letting such 
issues drive our considera­
tions,” Jordan said.
"The driving force for the 
board was our sense of what 
was required by equity and 
what position was consistent 
with our better selves."
20th  Annual Jazz W eekend  
features Dave Holland Quintet
McCourt muses on fame, 
writing, and childhood
b y  Tom Shriner
----------------------  S t a f f  W r i t e r
This year, the Lawrence 
Conservatory of Music will present 
its 20th annual Jazz Weekend. 
Jazz Weekend 2000 will feature 
the Dave Holland Quintet on 
Friday, Nov. 10. Vocalist Nancy 
King and pianist Steve 
Christofferson will perform on 
Saturday, Nov. 11.
In addition to performing by 
themselves, the Dave Holland 
Quintet will perform a set with the 
Lawrence University Jazz 
Ensemble. Additionally, the mem­
bers of the Quintet will conduct a 
clinic for conservatory jazz musi­
cians on the morning after their 
performance.
Bassist Dave Holland, bom in 
Wolverhampton, England, is well- 
known to jazz musicians and jazz 
enthusiasts. He is a renowned per­
former who has assembled a stun­
ning series of credentials. At the 
tender age of 17, he studied string 
bass with James E. Merrit, princi­
ple bassist of the London 
Philharmonic. For the next three 
years, Holland continued his stud­
ies with Merrit and others at 
London’s Guildhall School of Music 
& Drama.
During this period, Holland 
became involved with an extreme­
ly active London music scene. This
scene was characterized, now 
famously, for its widespread exper­
imentation and improvisation. It 
marked and perpetuated a very 
influential transition between 
swing-based jazz and modem jazz. 
Holland frequently performed with 
such notable musicians as John 
McLaughlin, Evan Parker, Kenny 
Wheeler, John Taylor, and Chris 
MacGregor.
By the age of 21, Holland had 
graduated from Guildhall School 
and was performing with such 
musicians as Coleman Hawkins, 
Ben Webster, and Joe Henderson 
at London’s Ronnie Scott’s. The 
legendary Miles Davis became 
aware of Holland through these 
performances and Davis liked 
what he heard. Holland toured 
with Davis in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. He also appeared on 
two of Davis’s landmark fusion 
albums, "In a Silent Way," and 
"Bitches Brew."
In addition to continued collab­
orations with such high-profile 
musicians as Herbie Hancock and 
Chick Corea, Holland embarked 
upon a successful solo career, per­
forming with a series of groups as 
a band leader. This career began in 
1972 with the release of 
"Conference of the Birds," and has 
continued with such albums as
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 F e a t u r e s  E d i t o r
Frank McCourt, Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author of 
"Angela’s Ashes," was at 
Lawrence to deliver the year’s 
second convocation last Thursday. 
McCourt’s speech, "Memoir of a 
Memoir," was presented to a 
filled-to-capacity Memorial 
Chapel, while being simultane­
ously broadcast to a mostly filled 
Stansbury Theatre. The audience, 
an estimated 1,600 or 1,700 
strong, represents the largest 
audience for a convocation in 
recent history and perhaps ever.
McCourt agreed to be inter­
viewed shortly before his convoca­
tion address, subjecting himself to 
25 minutes of answering ques­
tions that he has no doubt 
answered hundreds of times since 
“Angela’s Ashes” was first pub­
lished in 1996. Nevertheless, 
McCourt fielded each of the ques­
tions amiably, dryly inserting 
humor in the manner that fans 
became familiar with in reading 
his books.
McCourt began to write his 
memoir after retiring from 27 
years of teaching in New York 
public schools. Asked to pinpoint 
his motivation for the work, 
McCourt shrugs, "I don’t know; 
everyone wants to tell his story,"
going on to joke that though he 
had intended to write about his 
life, he had not begun with the 
goal of focusing on his childhood: 
"the only thing worse than having 
a miserable childhood is writing 
about it." More seriously, 
McCourt adds that he feels that, 
since Dickens, there has not been 
enough written on the subject of 
poverty.
McCourt talks candidly about 
writing "Angela’s Ashes." He 
especially points out that it was a 
difficult task at first to find his 
narrative style, saying that he 
eventually simply stumbled onto 
it. Although most writers with 
realistic hopes of achieving the 
kind of critical acclaim that
continued page 3
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What's On?
at Lawrence
FRIDAY, NOV. 3 
3 pan. R e c e n
Advances in Biology lecture: 
"Alterations in Cellular 
Functions after Thermal Injury," 
Mohammed Sayeed, Director of 
Trauma/Critical Care Research 
Program, Loyola University 
Medical Center; Science Hall 
102.
8 pan. A C T E R
Shakespearean acting group 
from London, presents As You 
Like It; Cloak Theatre. SOLD 
OUT.
8 p.m. L a w r e n c e
Chamber Trumpet Ensemble 
recital; Harper Hall.
8 pan. Jos6 Quinones, 
solo acoustic performance; The 
Underground Coffeehouse.
9 p.m. & m i d n i g h t  
Rocky Horror Picture Show; 
Riverview Lounge.
SATURDAY, NOV. 4 
noon R e p u b lica n
rally; Riverview Lounge.
3 p.m. A C T E R  
Shakespearean acting group 
from London, presents As You 
Like It; Cloak Theatre.
7 p.m. & 10 pan. Classic 
Film Club: A Streetcar Named 
Desire; Wriston auditorium.
8:00 p.m. L a w r e n c e  
Chamber Players; Harper Hall
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5
7 p.m. Arts Academy 
Wind Ensemble and Honors 
Band concert; Memorial Chapel.
9:30 p.m. C offeehouse 
Entertainment: Terry
Shropshire, acoustic blues, jazz, 
and country; The Underground 
Coffeehouse.
MONDAY, NOV. 6
8 p.m. Faculty recital: 
Monte Perkins, bassoon, Michael 
Kim, piano; Harper Hall.
THURSDAY, NOV. 9 
Mid-term reading period 
Nov. 9-13.
8 p.m. C h i c a g o  
Comedy Company; The 
Underground Coffeehouse.
FRIDAY, NOV. 10
11:10a.m. M asterclass: 
Dave Holland, bass; Shattuck 
Hall 46.
7:30 p.m. Jazz Weekend 
concert: Dave Holland Quintet 
with LUJE; Memorial Chapel.
7:30 & 9:30 p.m. O m 
Film Series: Silence of the 
Lambs; Wriston Art Center audi­
torium. $2 general public
SATURDAY, NOV. 11
2 p.m. L a w r e n c e  
Chamber Jazz Ensembles; 
Shattuck Hall 163.
4 p.m. Lawrence Jazz 
Band; Shattuck Hall.
7:30 p.m. Jazz Weekend 
concert: Nancy King and Janet 
Planet, jazz vocalists; Steve 
Christofferson and . John 
Harmon, piano; and the LU Jazz 
Singers; Memorial Chapel.
9 p.m. C offeehouse 
Entertainment: Brenda Weiler, 
singer; The Underground 
Coffeehouse.
SUNDAY NOV. 12
7 p.m. Arts Academy 
Faculty recital: Laura Kenney 
Schang, cello; Harper Hall.
New econ. professors to 
fill demand left by retirees
b y  R a y  F e l l e r
Of the social sciences, eco­
nomics is the one that concerns 
itself with analyzing the pro­
duction, distribution and con­
sumption of goods and services. 
This year, the economic depart­
ment at Lawrence has made a 
considerable number of
changes in the distributors of 
its service -  teaching.
As economics focuses on loss 
and gain, so too must the 
department. With the loss of 
three professors over the course 
of the next two years goes over 
110 years of experience. The 
addition of four new faculty, 
however, is, as John R. 
Kimberly Distinguished
Professor in the American 
Economics System James Dana 
terms, "very exciting. New peo­
ple bring new interest to the 
department."
Over the next two years, 
Dana, Edwin N. and Ruth Z. 
West Professor of Economics 
Corry Azzi, and Associate 
Professor of Economics Jules 
LaRocque will be retiring from 
the Lawrence faculty. Dana 
leaves assurance, however, that 
he and Azzi will not be disap­
pearing from the campus: "It 
hasn’t been settled to what 
extent we may still teach, but 
we both would like to keep our 
fingers involved in doing some 
teaching."
The search for new person­
nel began last fall, with ads 
that were sent out in 
September and October. Thirty 
people were interviewed at the 
American Economics
Association meeting in early 
January of last year, from 
which five candidates were 
invited to the campus before 
two, Dan Alger and John 
Higgins, were offered positions 
in February.
Alger, who received his BA 
from Lawrence and his MS and 
Ph.D. from Northwestern, has 
interest in game theory and 
regulatory agencies. This inter­
est will provide for what Dana 
calls "new directions and new 
emphases." Although the cours­
es will not undergo any radical 
changes, experimental econom­
ics is going to find itself blend­
ed into various classes. Game 
Theory is a new course, offered 
this spring. A computer lab 
designed especially for conduct­
ing these experiments in which 
subjects are placed in gaming 
situations is located on second 
floor Briggs, and features spe­
cially designed tables which the 
computer monitors are stored 
beneath so that individuals 
cannot see one another’s 
screen.
The transition for Higgins 
brings him from New York, 
where he earned his Ph.D. from 
Columbia University. His inter­
est is in international trade, 
growth, and technological 
change. Higgins, who taught 
some classes while at 
Columbia, has been impressed 
with the difference in atmos­
phere at Lawrence: "In New 
York things are very hectic and 
pressed. People here are very 
polite and patient, and I find 
that very refreshing." He is also 
enthusiastic about his experi­
ences thus far: "I am really 
very happy because of every­
thing together—the faculty, the 
students, and the challenge of 
teaching new courses."
Higgins hopes to be able to 
continue his research in issues 
of international trade as a 
labor economist with interest 
in the labor market and peo­
ple’s decisions in the years to 
come. "My number one goal is 
making sure I’m an effective 
teacher in a serious set of 
aspects. Once this is more com­
fortable, I will hopefully be able 
to find some time to return to 
academic research."
The process has already 
begun for finding a new faculty 
member to fill the gap that 
LaRocque will leave. 
Interviewing candidates will 
begin this fall.
A fifth faculty member will 
be brought in through a grant 
from the New York-based 
Henry Luce Foundation. 
Lawrence has been chosen as 
one of ten select liberal arts col­
leges to establish new faculty 
positions in political economics 
of East and Southeast Asia. 
The grant will pay for a new 
position for four years, as well 
as $10,000 annually for pro­
gram activities. This person 
will probably be housed in the 
economics department, depend­
ing upon their area of exper­
tise. The new-position will also 
be associated with the East 
Asian department.
Higgins looks forward to 
seeing the department come 
together: "We will get to benefit 
from the contrasting and com­
plimentary interests—it will be 
rewarding to see how we are 
able to find new projects to 
work on together."
system
New security for Science 
Hall
The Simplex Company of 
India recently provided the 
newly installed security sys­
tem for Science Hall. Simplex 
also provides systems for 
banks, hospitals, airports, and 
hotels.
The Simplex 
requires students to 
use their ID cards to 
get into the building 
after hours. Student 
ID cards have a 
microchip that the 
system scans before 
allowing access.
Smart cards—as
cards with this tech­
nology are known—are rela­
tively new in universities, but 
have been available to other 
facilities, such as government 
labs, for quite some time.
It is hoped that the use of 
smart cards will prevent inci­
dents like the recent theft of 
an expensive projector earlier 
this year.
Additional Housing for 
Term II
Students returning from off- 
campus second and third terms 
this year will be relieved to 
know that extra housing will be 
available when they return. 
Dean of Students Nancy 
Truesdell reports that more stu­
dents will be returning second 
term than will be leav­
ing campus. On top of 
the already tight 
housing situation two 
new small houses will 
be opened to provide 
more rooms. The 
addresses chosen for 
general housing are 
122 and 203 N. Union 
St. Renovations will begin on 
122 N. Union Street this month 
and will be completed over 
Winter Break. Each house will 
add ten to fifteen beds. After 
this year the space may be kept 
open to accommodate 
Lawrence’s rising enrollment 
numbers. That decision will be 
made once more is known about 
next year’s incoming class.
Media endorsements 
for the presidency
by R y a n  Y o u n g
--------------------  S t a f f  W r i t e r
As election day draws near, 
many newspapers offer opinions 
dealing with political candidates, 
especially those running for nation­
al office. Most reputable newspapers 
have editorial boards, which write, 
edit, and publish editorials that give 
their perspective on the issues of the 
day. Which candidate to endorse is 
likely one of the most contentious, 
and certainly one of the most impor­
tant, issues an editorial board faces.
The "Miami Herald" endorsed 
A1 Gore last Sunday in a lengthy, 
well-reasoned article. The editorial 
staff thought that the proper role of 
the presidency is to not only to 
maintain good fortune in the U.S., 
but also to spread it around the 
world by any means necessary. 
Based on that criteria, they chose 
Gore for his extensive experience in 
foreign affairs, his commitment to 
human rights, and his choice of vice 
presidential candidate Joseph 
Lieberman, who will help to keep 
Gore’s reflexive big-govemment 
policies in check.
The "Washington Post," the 
more liberal of the two D.C. papers, 
concurred with the Herald in 
endorsing Gore. Using mostly the 
same ammunition, they also added 
that, "in a dangerous world...Mr. 
Gore offers leadership without the 
need for on-the-job training." The 
"New York Times," perhaps the
most reputable and widely read 
newspaper in the country, also 
decided to endorse Gore.
Both of the major Chicago 
papers, the "Tribune" and the "Sun- 
Times," endorsed Bush because of 
his record of working successfully 
with both Democrats and 
Republicans, and the fact that he 
was re-elected with 68 percent of the 
vote while serving as governor of 
Tfexas. His administration would 
"trust people to make their own 
decisions, but not forget that some 
people need the government’s help," 
according to the "Tribune."
Over a dozen leaders of the 
African-American community have 
organized an indefinite boycott 
against the "Sun-Times" for their 
endorsement of Bush. The boycott 
will end when the paper issues an 
apology to the African-American 
community for not consulting them 
before running the editorials. The 
group also wants the "Sun-Times" to 
hire more minorities to serve on its 
editorial board. They left the 
"Tribune" unscathed because they 
believe that the paper has fewer 
African-American readers.
Each editorial may have an 
impact on the final election-day out­
come. Readers have the final choice 
to decide which candidate they 
believe in most and how the opin­
ions they read will influence their 
own decision.
Archaeologist uncovers ancient Roman villa in Portugal
b y  D e v in  B u r k e
---------------------- S t a f f  W r i t e r
In a fascinating lecture pre­
sented by the Archaeological 
Society of America, Professor 
Stephanie Maloney of the 
University of Louisville dis­
cussed recent findings in her 
excavation of an ancient Roman 
villa. The lecture was held in 
Wriston Art Center auditorium 
on the evening of Monday, Oct. 
30. For the past 17 years, 
Professor Maloney has overseen 
excavation at the Torre de 
Palma site, a Roman villa that 
dates back to at least the 1st 
century A.D. The site is located
near the modern border of Spain 
and Portugal in what was the 
ancient Roman province of 
Lusitania. With its prime loca­
tion near a Roman road 60 miles 
from the Lusitanian capital, the 
villa grew and endured for over 
500 hundred years.
In 1947, a ploughboy from 
the manor that gave the site its 
name hit upon a piece of mosaic 
tessera with his plough and 
soon after, the site began to be 
uncovered. The owners of the 
land donated the site, which 
became a national monument. 
The first uncovered ruin was a 
basilica church, and the find­
ings have since expanded to 
cover 20 acres of exposed 
remains.
During their work, Professor 
Maloney and her team have 
drawn together a history of the 
villa and of the builders of the 
villa’s various complexes. The 
ruins already found include sev­
eral large residential struc­
tures, bath complexes, a sizable 
building for olive pressing that 
probably serviced the entire 
countryside, a church, a temple, 
a mausoleum, granaries, and a 
possible hotel. Aerial pho­
tographs reveal what looks like 
a very substantial structure,
one of the biggest in the villa 
and possibly a monastery, still 
underground.
Through the evidence of arti­
facts and a new method of car­
bon-14 dating mortar, a method 
applied for the first time at 
Torre de Palma, Maloney's team 
outlined an active villa. Objects 
such as an amber bead provided 
evidence of trade, and the site 
told a story of both prosperous 
and depressed times. At its most 
luxurious, around the time of 
the 4th century A.D., the houses 
contained fine mosaics, and 
were large enough to support 4- 
continued page 4
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McCourt on making small events resonate 
and unbeatable mashed potatos
continued from page 1
"Angela’s Ashes" enjoys begin 
writing early in their lives, 
McCourt did not take up the trade 
full-time until his retirement. 
Even now, four years after the ini­
tial publication as well as the 
publication of the sequel, 
McCourt is clearly pleased and 
astonished with his success. In an 
effort to put his achievement into 
perspective he compares the like­
lihood of the event to that a 65- 
year-old winning a marathon. 
Indeed, it is an apt comparison, 
for though he first tried to write 
"his story" in the late 1960s as a 
novel, "Angela’s Ashes" neverthe­
less represents his first disci­
plined effort at writing.
The rewards for winning that 
literary marathon have, of course, 
been astounding. McCourt com­
pares watching the sales of 
"Angela’s Ashes" to the unreality 
that comes from watching the 
National Debt Counter climb in 
New York’s Times Square, a feel­
ing that one imagines is intensi­
fied because the autobiographical 
content of the book. Presently, ten 
million copies of "Angela’s Ashes" 
are in print around the world in 
some 27 different languages.
McCourt researched the book, 
adhering religiously to the 
process of "sitting in a room and 
letting it come." McCourt further 
comments about the memoir that, 
though it is a work of non-fiction, 
it should be read as his impres­
sion of that period of his life. 
Furthermore, he points out that 
the book is not comprehensive, 
and, consequently, the events 
described in it should be seen, 
essentially, as hot spots on a 
Geiger counter. McCourt adds 
that such ‘hotspots’—depression, 
happiness, falling in love—insist­
ed on being written. So, in a larg­
er sense, the entire book, at least 
for a storyteller like McCourt, 
demanded to be expressed. 
McCourt adds that the impor­
tance of his book is in its ability to 
make the insignificant signifi­
cant. "Simply by putting things 
down on paper," small events can 
resonate.
When asked to account for the
President Warch greets Frank McCourt before last Thursday's convocation.
photo by Dan Leers
book’s enormous success, 
McCourt, who drops his voice 
demurely when being asked to 
taut his work’s strengths, asserts 
that he can only point to fan mail. 
Irish Americans have written 
that the work has helped them to 
better understand their past and 
to talk about it. Additionally, it 
has helped some to discuss alco­
holism. McCourt also points to 
the universality of the story: "it 
could take place anywhere; it con­
veys family, universality of rela­
tionships, religion, growing up, 
poverty, education, sex, etc, etc."
Despite those substantive rea­
sons the book has been well 
received, it is clear that a book 
that only accomplishes those feats 
does not necessarily win a 
Pulitzer, world-wide appreciation, 
or an over-flowing Memorial 
Chapel. Much of the success of 
the work must, therefore, be 
attributed to the McCourt’s stylis­
tic decisions. Although the story is 
nearly overwhelmingly tragic, 
McCourt conveys the tales with a 
whimsical sense of humor com­
bined with a gifted storyteller’s 
ability to captivate an audience, a 
characteristic that McCourt 
agrees is endemically Irish. In 
this manner, he manages to tell 
his story sensitively while avoid­
ing sentimentalizing. McCourt’s 
ability to walk that thin line 
paired with the compelling nature 
of his early life and its lessons 
formed one of the most successful
books of the past decade and 
made a former high school 
teacher a celebrity.
It is the middle period of his 
life-the 27 years spent teach- 
ing-about which McCourt talks 
most comfortably. Filled with the 
lessons of a long career and eager 
to talk about them, one is not sur­
prised when McCourt indicates 
that he’s considering attempting 
a novel in favor of another mimoir 
for his next book, the subject of 
which may be education. One 
does not, however, get the feeling 
that he is in any hurry to produce 
the work. 1999 saw both the 
release of the movie version of 
"Angela’s Ashes" and of McCourt’s 
much anticipated sequel, "Tis: A 
Memoir", and McCourt seems, at 
least for the moment, to be enjoy­
ing his recent successes. So one 
can expect McCourt to continue, 
for the time-being, allowing fans 
to hear him speak, and perhaps 
informing them of his more secret 
talents: McCourt notes that no 
one yet realizes that his skills as 
a gourmet rival his skills as a 
writer. He complains, "you didn’t 
ask me about my cooking; I make 
the best mashed potatoes in the 
world much to the despair of my 
brothers, who all think they make 
the best mashed potatoes in the 
world. Not bad with a lasagna 
either, and I’m in a mean way 
with a wok, but no one every asks 
about those things."
ACTER returns to bring 
Shakespeare to the audience
swan
HINDS, BUR 4 GM
20 POOL TABLES FOOSBALL
ELECTRONIC DARTS VIDEO GAMES 
FULL BAR AND GRILL
OPEN TO EVERYONE 16 OR OLDER!!
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE PAPER VALLEY HOTEL!
318 W. COLLEGE AVE. 
APPLETON, WI 54911 
920-830-0083
 b y  R a ch el Hoerman
Five strangers, five different 
perspectives, five weeks of prac­
tice, and seven weeks of perfor­
mance culminate at Lawrence 
University once again as ACTER 
takes the stage. The troupe enters 
into its eighth week of touring in 
the United States and will be stop­
ping on campus as it has been 
nearly annually since 1984. This 
year's production of "As You Like 
It," starring Guy Burgess, Lolita 
Chakrabarta, Ken Drury, Richard 
Howard, and Jennifer Luckraft, 
debuts Nov. 1 and runs through 
Nov. 4.
ACTER is a 25-year-old 
Indiana-based organization with 
recruiting and rehearsal centers 
in London—hence the slogan, 
"Actors from the London Stage." 
Auditions are held for the five-per­
son troupe roughly six weeks 
before the shows are scheduled to 
begin. Once assigned a part, the 
actors must rely on themselves to 
produce the performance. They 
have five weeks in which to inter­
pret, organize, and produce the 
play, while working on a limited 
budget and without producers, 
directors, or stage managers. A 
few days before their tour begins, 
the companies perform before a 
panel that provides feedback.
Luckraft, a native of 
Manchester, England, who will 
play Celia, Phebe, Sir Oliver Mar- 
text, Amiens, and a page com­
ments: "You’re in a room with four 
different people you do not know 
and are responsible for deciding 
what you want to do with the 
show. You create it yourself, which 
is a big part of the job."
It's been a hectic week for the
troupe, who arrived stateside in 
California, and have since per­
formed everywhere from Penn 
State University to New York City. 
The troupe also engages in talk- 
back sessions and theatre work­
shops across the country. 
Traveling, teaching, and perform­
ing has been a physically and 
mentally demanding experience, 
but in the end an ultimately 
rewarding one.
Burgess, who hails from 
Birmingham, England, and who 
was a member of the Vidal 
Sassoon Academy before being 
drawn into theatre, said, "I really 
didn't know what to expect when I 
signed on—how it would work out 
because we all play multiple roles. 
When my agent called and told me 
I would be playing both Orlando 
and Charles the Wrestler, charac­
ters who are opposite each other 
in one of the scenes, I called her 
back and asked if she hadn't mis­
understood. It's an enormous chal­
lenge for everyone because, with 
five people, we have to apply that 
much more to our characters, 
make ourselves that much more 
believable. Teaching what you 
know and what you've experi­
enced also makes you realize 
many ideas and things you hadn't 
previously reflected on."
Of the five members of the 
company, only Howard, who plays 
Jacques, Adam, and a Lord, pos­
sesses previous experience with 
ACTER. The others— 
Chakrabarti, Drury, Luckraft, and 
Burgess—are each currently 
enjoying their first year with the 
company.
The opportunities that ACTER
continued page 4
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Some reasons to vote for Nader
____________by D a v i d  W il h e l m
If you read "Nader vs. Gore" 
in last week’s issue, you should 
now know in what direction A1 
is leading his party. But enough 
about Gore—let us now look at 
why we should vote Nader.
Nader is a veteran in the 
progressive movement. He 
almost single-handedly took on 
the automobile industry in the 
1960s and ‘70s, and, with his 
influential book, "Unsafe at Any 
Speed," has contributed to the 
preservation of perhaps hun­
dreds of thousands of lives. 
Nader is not dissembling when 
he says he fights for "the peo­
ple" and not the monied inter­
ests. Nor does he, like Gore, say 
he will fight for the people—he 
already has.
To those for whom the 
Democrat "spoiler" argument 
still resonates, why is it that 
Nader has become so popular? 
Is it because the party of labor 
has strayed too far right? That 
is the only viable answer. We 
don’t have a one-party system 
(though some, like Nader him­
self, would argue otherwise), 
and so why should progressives
and the working class, all but 
abandoned by the free-trade 
toting, welfare-slashing "new" 
Democrats, continue to support 
a defunct party? After all, we 
still live in a democracy. We 
have the choice, and not the 
Democratic Leadership Council 
or the Clintonian "new" democ­
rats bent on reelection, whatev­
er the cost and detriment to 
their party’s platform and ideol­
ogy.
Fundamentally, and Nader 
knows this, the purpose of his 
campaign is to send a clear 
message that Americans cannot 
be lied to outright without it 
having political repercussions.
Among those nominally 
Democratic Nader supporters it 
is simply a matter of redressing 
grievances—namely, the aban­
donment of their party. Nader 
and the Greens seek to build on 
an already vibrant but mislead 
movement and, ultimately, get 
at least the Democrats back on 
track. Honestly, though, the 
Democrats need to realize that 
they cannot take the progres­
sive vote for granted, because 
the Gore/Lieberman ticket real­
ly betrays this faulty notion. It
is amazing that, given their 
candidates, the Democratic 
leadership can still complain 
about the measly four or five 
percent Nader is polling nation­
ally.
Nader is not the "spoiler" 
some Dems are crying about. An 
estimated 100 million eligible 
voters, many of them young 
people, will not vote this elec­
tion. It is simply untrue to 
claim that Nader is "sapping" 
votes from Gore. He is easily 
garnering as much support 
from independents and non­
partisans as from traditional 
Democrats. Again, the case can 
be made that in the long run an 
energized progressive move­
ment will inevitably benefit the 
Democrats anyway.
Voting should be a princi­
pled act. As Michael Moore 
says, "I’m voting for Ralph 
Nader because he believes what 
I believe." That, in essence, 
should be all you need. Or you 
Minnesota—based Lawrentians 
can take it from Governor j 
Ventura: "If you vote your heart 
and you vote your conscience, 
then you’re not spoiling any­
thing."
Students deserve seating 
at Convocations
S t a f f  E d i t o r i a l
’’Cool, but intellectual” : devaluing 
intellect in American politics
b y  A ndrew  K arre
------------------------------  C o p y  C h ie f
It is less them a week to the 
election, and it seems terrifyingly 
likely that Americans (well, some 
fraction of maybe as many as half 
of all Americans) will head to the 
polls to elect an anti-intellectual 
candidate in a strikingly anti­
intellectual election.
If a candidate who can best be 
recognized by verbal gaffs and the 
mantra "I’ve heard of that report, 
but have not yet read it" defeats a 
candidate who is scrambling like 
mad to downplay his intelligence 
and emphasize his likeability, 
America will indeed be in a sorry 
state.
It seems preposterous, but a 
large percentage of the electorate 
has been hoodwinked into think­
ing that it’s all right if the presi­
dent isn’t really a thoughtful or 
intelligent person, as long he’s 
nice, and we’d all love to sit down 
for a beer with him, and he has 
some meaningless, unquantifiable 
quality called "likeability."
Of course, the office of presi­
dent has not always been the
office of a self-described intellectu­
al. There’s the occasional Grant or 
Ford among Jeffersons. But this 
year we’ve taken the next step; 
we’re prepared to elect a man not 
despite but because he is a sim­
pleton, because he is fuzzy on 
details. If Bush is elected it will be 
in part because he has capitalized 
on a new anti-intellectualism in 
American politics.
Maybe this is the real 
"Clinton-fatigue." Clinton was a 
Rhodes Scholar, unquestionably 
one of the most savvy and well- 
versed presidents of the century. 
He is a student of policy and poli­
tics. This desirable quality of 
Clinton has somehow become 
entangled in all of his undesirable 
qualities to such a degree that we 
are willing to praise their lack. 
Witness Bush, who emphasizes 
his ignorance, euphemistically 
calling it not being bogged down 
by details or, God forbid, numbers. 
His grasp of policy and politics can 
be summed up with his own 
mantra, heard of ‘em, but haven’t 
read ‘em.
This would be an appalling
response for anyone in any other 
position of power or responsibility 
to make, but Bush is forgiven. He 
confesses his unfamiliarity so 
often that I wonder what he does 
know. All of this has become 
acceptable so long as his personal 
life doesn’t make us uncomfort­
able and he seems nice. This is a 
trade that we cannot afford to 
make.
I’m not saying A1 Gore is a 
clear choice or should be president 
just because he is more intelligent 
than Bush. He is flawed. His intel­
ligence is colored by an arrogance 
that makes him unpleasant and 
condescending. He is inextricably 
linked with a seedy—if essentially 
extra-presidential—part of
American political history. And 
now he has taken the low road 
and followed Bush to this pander­
ing, demeaned view of our intelli­
gence. But if we must reject him, 
we should reject him on a lack of 
merit, and not, in rejecting him, | 
also reject essential qualities of a 
good president. Intellectual is, 
and always has been, cool—most 
especially in a president.
LouisvilleTased scholar presents findings 
at first archaeology series lecture
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floors. The group even found 
evidence that the house owners 
kept slaves who could read 
because an inscription in the 
mosaic loosely translates to 
"Don't harm the mosaic with a 
hard broom."
Some of the evidence further 
helped demonstrate the simi­
larities between past and pre­
sent. For example, among the 
buildings discovered was a par­
ticularly cosmopolitan sort of 
administrative complex from 
the 6th century, complete with 
a ceremonial courtyard that 
included a well and bakery. In
addition, one of the mosaic pan­
els illustrated various horses, 
one of which was branded with 
the drawing of a piglet. Not 
coincidentally, the next farm­
house over from the site bears a 
title concerning its pigs and 
would have used that brand. 
This strongly indicates that the 
name of that particular land 
has not changed in over 1500 
years.
In accordance with the 
villa's history, Maloney recog­
nized the styles of very differ­
ent builders who helped to 
make the villa grow through 
centuries of change and natural 
disasters. Many of the oldest
structures contain the marks of 
a perfectionist builder who used 
no mortar but mud and whose 
team really laid the villa’s foun­
dations. Other younger struc­
tures contain much rougher 
walls, and many builders were 
distinguished by their building 
methods. Of course, Professor 
Maloney’s lecture contained 
much more information than 
can possibly be provided here. 
The lecture ended with a ques­
tion and answer session, then 
an informal reception where 
Professor Maloney was avail­
able for further discussion. All 
events were open to the public.
We have a wonderful convoca­
tion series at Lawrence. Through 
it, students are exposed to 
remarkable minds who, for a 
brief hour of our time, allow us to 
step into their worlds and enjoy a 
new scholarly perspective. While 
the convocation series is open for 
the public to enjoy as well, it is 
clearly intended for us, the stu­
dents; we are obviously strongly 
encouraged to attend, consider­
ing that everything else on cam­
pus shuts down for the interim. 
Most of the time, attending is 
well worth our time.
When a noted author comes 
to town, there is reason to get to 
the Chapel especially early in 
order to find a seat. Frank 
McCourt is a Pulitzer-prize win­
ning author, a man of interna­
tional repute, and a celebrity. His 
book, "Angela's Ashes," has over 
4 million copies in print and has 
spent countless weeks on best­
seller lists. The students of 
Lawrence University waited a 
long time to see him.
And yet, there was a snag on 
the day of the convocation. 
Despite the foresight of the 
Public Relations office in 
installing a screen in Stansbury 
theater for the inevitable over­
flow of townspeople, there were 
no accommodations made to pro­
vide seating in the chapel for 
Lawrence students. We were not 
able to match the dogged persis­
tence of the outside audience, 
many of whom were waiting as 
early as a quarter after nine to 
enter.
Students were also not able to
save a spot for friends or room­
mates, and instead, were asked 
to give up saved seats at the 
behest of the public relations 
staff in favor of non- 
Lawrentians. Indeed, everyone 
should have a right to see 
McCourt on the classic first- 
come, first-serve basis that is 
touted as the international stan­
dard of fairness. But, in the case 
of a university-funded speaker, 
intended to enlighten the 
Lawrence community, perhaps 
other options should be consid­
ered as a better method of seat­
ing.
Unfortunately, if seats are 
not reserved, then no one person 
can claim them. Student or oth­
erwise, there are certain tacit 
rules by which attendees must 
abide. It does seem reasonable to 
allow people in wait to take unoc­
cupied seats, but in the case of an 
overcrowded event such as 
Thursday’s convocation, perhaps 
other codes of ethics should be 
employed. For example, not tak­
ing the seat of a Lawrence stu­
dent is a good starting place. 
Students can't spend two hours 
waiting for a spot.
In this vein, The Lawrentian 
invites the administration to 
take a close look at the matter. 
Perhaps in the future it would be 
best not to send mercenaries 
around the Chapel to remove 
suspect "saved seats" from the 
clutches of dedicated students. 
We have only so much to hold on 
to during our short time at this 
school. Opportunities that are 
intended for us should be made 
available to us.
A C T E R  re tu rns to 
cam pus , as we like  it
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provides were what attracted 
Luckraft to the troupe, "It was the 
challenge of doing a Shakespeare 
play with five people and learning 
how the whole thing works: stage 
management, direction, as well as 
characterization, that got me 
involved. I also couldn't just turn 
down a job that took me around 
America for nine weeks. It's been 
amazing, life changing."
ACTER specializes in the pro­
duction of Shakespearean perfor­
mances and their presentation 
throughout the country. 
Simplicity and clarity are key ele­
ments behind the complexity and 
beauty of Shakespeare's prose, 
and the ones that the troupe is 
dedicated to delivering. Burgess 
explains: "I've seen some
Shakespeare done by some of the 
greatest theatre houses in 
England, that spend thousands on 
set design and costumes, which 
leaves a lot of people whispering 
about a marvelous dress or a par­
ticularly arresting piece of 
scenery. All that, although mas­
terfully done, is not our goal. We 
want the audience to be touched 
and affected by the lines we just 
delivered, not the outfit we wore 
while saying them."
Five strangers, five different 
perspectives, five weeks of prac­
tice, and a great deal of thought 
and experience have arrived on 
campus. Says Chakrabarti, "It's 
the appeal of the unknown—the
country, the people, how they per­
ceive the performance, that makes 
it so interesting and enjoyable. 
That we are able to give back 
what we get out of this, and to 
share what makes our occupa­
tions so enjoyable, is the greatest 
draw."
It's not every day that one is 
presented with actors from the 
London Stage, who have tailored 
their performance around expres­
sion and delivery rather than as 
much focus on the "eye-candy" of 
extravagant sets. "Our mission is 
to bring Shakespeare to the audi­
ence," explains Burgess, "We want 
to come here and perform a play 
and expose the people to it, to pre­
sent a deeper understanding, and 
to hopefully allow them access to 
Shakespeare's powerful prose. It's 
colorful, magical, and has its 
appeal because the same passions 
and emotions Shakespeare under­
stood and expressed however- 
many-hundred years ago are still 
around, are still here today." He 
adds, "That you've been able to 
share the joy of performing 
Shakespeare, to tell the story suc­
cessfully, and have the audience 
come up and congratulate you on 
it, is a great thing to come away 
with."
Tickets for "As You Like It," 
are available at the Lawrence Box 
Office (832-6749) and are $10 for 
adults and $5 for senior citizens 
and students.
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W h o’s the real bad guy? The real party of the American people
---------------BY CENE KETCHUM inequitably.  b y  RYAN TlERNEY begt to handle those problems, more control in where their
It was as if A1 Gore had con­
structed his own demise. A lifetime 
of sketchy deals and other impro­
prieties had finally come to light. If 
only he had chosen a different path 
earlier on, perhaps he would not 
find, on the eve of the election, his 
political stances and their sup­
posed virtues being overshadowed 
by scandal.
He has no ---------------------
one to blame but 
himself for the 
fact that he may 
or may not have 
been aware that 
the Buddhist 




He could have 
avoided all of
this scandal by imitating his much 
more honest opponent, who 
instead received obscenely large 
amounts of money from the drug, 
insurance, and oil companies. 
These are the folks that always put 
America’s best interests over their 
own profit.
As if accepting money from 
monks wasn’t bad enough, our 
courageous Republican presiden­
tial candidate revealed to us one of 
the most shameful details of A1 
Gore’s tax plan that is a reflection 
of his unsavory character. Gore is 
able to feel justified in proposing a 
tax cut that excludes the very 
wealthiest of all Americans. This is 
the point where the infinitely more 
respectful George W. Bush and 
Dick Cheney, who hold their 
money very close to their hearts, 
forced the presidential election to 
sink to a race to buy votes in the 
form of tax cuts. Of course a 
Republican will always win a com­
petition to promise a larger tax cut 
with benefits distributed more
It is on this point, one of the 
cornerstones of the Bush/Cheney 
campaign, that one can peer 
through the cloud of allegations 
and misrepresentations, and see 
what exactly A1 Gore has been 
proposing to do as president. One 
of the more interesting ideas is 
that he does not intend to lead a 
government so reduced by massive
--------------------  tax cuts and
other aspects of 
t h e  
Bush/Cheney 
platform, that it 
would not be 
able to effective­
ly aid and pro­
tect those who 
live in much 
more insecure 
positions than
---------------------  those who must
deal with the unfortunate burden 
of being in a higher tax bracket.
Bush and Cheney have not told 
anyone that Gore is enthusiastical­
ly supported by groups, such as the 
AFL-CIO and other large labor 
unions, who typically represent 
those who are not in the highest 
tax brackets. Despite accusations 
from his opponents that miscon­
strue his plans for the auto indus­
try, Gore was very well received at 
a recent UAW convention, when he 
spoke of "standing up for workers’ 
rights and the right to orga­
nize... [and] making sure that we 
have an economy of fairness and 
fundamental decency."
Since A1 Gore is so miserly 
about returning money to rich peo­
ple, one is surprised to see him 
speaking convincingly about fair­
ness and decency. Perhaps if he 
really wants the support of the 
American people he should 
address what really matters to 
Americans: How he can benefit 
their bosses.
Throughout the 2000 elec­
tion, A1 Gore has been telling 
America that he is the candi­
date of the people. Despite 
Gore’s exhortations to the con­
trary, the real candidate of the 
people is George W. Bush. Bush 
believes that the American peo­
ple know best how to run their 
lives. Gore, on the other hand, 
believes that only the bureau­
crats in Washington know how 
best to run the lives of the 
American people.
Nowhere is the contrast 
between Gore and Bush more 
evident than in their plans on 
how to the use the budget sur­
plus. Bush, who believes that 
the budget surplus reflects the 
fact that the people have paid 
too much to the American gov­
ernment, would like to take one 
quarter of the budget surplus 
and return it to the people. At 
the center of Bush’s proposal is 
the belief that the American 
people know best how to spend 
their own money. By giving con­
trol of their money back to the 
American people and not to the 
bureaucrats in Washington, 
Bush is telling the people that 
he trusts them to spend it wise­
ly-
What is Gore’s opinion of 
how to use the budget surplus? 
Gore has decided to spend the 
surplus, creating more spend­
ing increases than the propos­
als offered by Walter Mondale 
and Michael Dukakis com­
bined. Gore wishes to spend the 
surplus away.
In education, Bush plans to 
return control of schools to the 
state and local level. Bush 
believes that only local commu­
nities realize the problems they 
face and, therefore, only local 
communities will know how
Ideas, not candidates, are important
by Ryan Young
--------------------- S t a f f  W r i t e r
Ideas provide the founda­
tions of society. With the ends 
of happiness, peace, and pros­
perity in mind, the Founding 
Fathers drafted a Constitution 
that they thought would pro­
vide the best means to achieve 
those ends. The idea that peo­
ple can manage their own lives 
better than any government 
can ever aspire to was consid­
ered revolutionary. That sim­
ple idea is the reason why the 
United States is now the most 
prosperous, most powerful 
nation in the world.
The Constitution gives us 
certain rights, such as the 
right to own private property, 
freedom of speech, and so on. 
The sole legitimate purpose of 
government is to protect those 
rights. One who violates oth­
ers’ rights in turn gets his 
rights violated by the state. 
Beyond having to respect the 
rights of others, we are free to 
live our lives as we please. In a 
nutshell, our entire system of 
government operates on one 
basic premise: the Golden
Rule.
Of course, the Constitution 
had its flaws, the most egre­
gious being that the institution 
of slavery was left intact. 
Future generations have since 
done much to right these 
wrongs, with the abolition of 
slavery (13th amendment), 
women’s suffrage (19th amend­
ment), and the Civil Rights Act 
included in their major 
achievements. All of these 
movements were based on the 
idea that people should be free
Independent
to pursue their own destinies.
At the same time, govern­
ment has grown by leaps and 
bounds, doing much more than 
protecting people’s rights. The 
now-infamous General Welfare 
clause has been stretched fur­
ther than Gene Simmons’s 
spandex on the Kiss reunion 
tour. Politicians eager to unite 
the country towards a "common 
good," (which to this day has 
never been defined) have used 
the power of the state to plan 
peoples’ lives for them. That 
way, people will work towards 
something, even if they don’t 
know exactly what. But why 
should there be a "common 
good?" Why can’t people work
s   l   l . 
Gore disagrees. Gore is pushing 
a one-size fits all plan on edu­
cation. According to Gore and 
his proposals, the problems 
faced by the Appleton schools 
are the same as the problems 
faced by schools in Bronx, New 
York, and so will require the 
same solutions.
In Social Security, Bush
plans on giving younger 
Americans the option of putting 
their Social Security money 
into a private account that 
operates much like a mutual 
fund. This option will allow 
Americans to receive better 
returns on their investments 
and will give young Americans
 
money is placed. In contrast, 
Gore, only has one option. 
Under Gore’s plan, all 
Americans are forced to enter a 
government-run system.
Instead of trusting the 
American people to handle 
their own money, Gore has 
decided that only bureaucrats 
in Washington know how to 
plan for the retirement of the 
American people.
Gore does not seem to trust 
the American people to run 
their own lives. Bush, on the 
other hand, consistently sup­
ports the belief that the 
American people know better 
how to run their lives than the 
bureaucrats in Washington. So 
,1 ask you again, who better 
represents the American peo­
ple, Gore, who only trusts the 
bureaucrats in Washington to 
run the lives of the American 
people, or Bush, who trusts the 
American People to run their 
own lives? I think the choice is 
clear. America wants leader­
ship. America wants George W. 
Bush.
for their own good? If people 
work for their own good, then 
they will be better off, and 
that’s good enough for me.
Of course, not everyone will 
be so fortunate. Philanthropy 
and volunteerism in the pri­
vate sector help to change that. 
People will gladly help out 
those in need, given that oth­
ers would do the same for 
them. With the addendum of 
the Golden Rule, self-interest 
breeds altruism.
When you vote this year, 
vote for someone who respects 
not just the Constitution, but, 
more importantly, the ideas on 
which it stands. Ideas are ulti­
mately more enduring and 
more effective than any docu­
ment. Both Bush and Gore 
exhibit what Nobel Laureate 
F.A. Hayek called "The Fatal 
Conceit." They think they are 
smarter than you and can 
thusly plan your life better 
than you can. Of the third 
party candidates, only Harry 
Browne, the Libertarian candi­
date, appears to respect these 
ideas. Don’t vote for arrogant 
pigs and all the bloated pork 
that accompanies them. Don’t 
vote for the "lesser of two 
evils." Vote for ideas. Vote 
Libertarian.
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Briggs H all professors weigh in on election issues
b y  J e f f  P e y t o n
 F e a t u r e s  E d i t o r
With less than a week left 
before the much-anticipated 
2000 Presidential election, it 
seemed high time that the resi­
dents of the second floor of 
Briggs Hall, home of the depart­
ments of government and eco­
nomics, anted up their political 
insights on this year’s election. 
Professors Azzi, Dana, Hah, 
Hixon, and LaRocque graciously 
agreed to answer questions 
about the election and, in doing 
so, attempted to clarify the dif­
ferent candidates’ positions as 
well as their roles in the coming 
election.
Professor of Government 
Chong-Do Hah provided a model 
that helps, in a general way, to 
differentiate liberal from conser­
vative methods of establishing 
priorities. The model is based on 
the notion that political thinking 
in the United States can be 
encompassed by three strong val­
ues: freedom, equality, and order. 
If any one of these values is max­
imized, the other two are com­
promised. More ‘liberal’ 
thinkers, traditionally represent­
ed in the Democratic party, prior­
itize equality, then freedom, and 
lastly order, whereas ‘conserva­
tives,’ represented by the 
Republican party, tend to prefer 
order first, freedom second, and 
.finally, equality.
Using that model as a foun­
dation, one can discuss the 
importance of a third party in 
presidential elections, in this 
election’s case, the Green Party. 
Candidate Ralph Nadar has been 
enjoying considerable support at 
the expense of A1 Gore’s cam­
paign. Professor of Economics 
LaRocque and Professors of 
Government Hah and Hixon 
explain the roles of third parties
in slightly different ways. 
LaRocque and Hixon agree on 
the basic tendencies of third 
party movements, characterizing 
such movements as effective 
protests that express a public 
dissatisfaction with the domi­
nant parties in power. If, at the
"People on Wall 
Street [are] 
pulling down 1.5 
to 2 million dol­
lars, and theyfre 
going to go home 
with two hundred 
thousand dollars 
more in their 
pockets, and they 
donft need it."
—Professor James Dana
end of the campaign, the third 
party has received significant 
support, the major party that is 
closest to their sympathies, in 
this case the Democrats, will 
probably attempt to win back 
Green voters by moving farther 
left. The cost of this protest is 
obviously that, in attempting to 
reestablish a strong liberal voice 
in government, the Greens are 
inadvertently contributing to a 
conservative party win. Each 
professor, therefore, emphasizes 
the high political cost of voting 
for the Greens. Professor Hah, 
though agreeing in broad terms, 
feels that it would be possible for 
a viable third party to establish 
itself in Washington on a perma­
nent basis.
Professors of Economics Azzi, 
LaRocque, and Dana help to dis­
tinguish the Democratic and 
Republican programs. Although 
their arguments often echo those 
of the candidates they support, 
each of the professors manages 
to provide more substantive 
analysis of the issues than either 
candidate typically has the 
opportunity to do while cam­
paigning.
Professor Dana, a long-time 
Democrat, emphasizes that 
Bush’s policies are biased 
towards the well-to-do, whereas 
Gore is bent more towards the 
middle class. Dana explains that 
he is especially bothered by the 
Bush tax cut, noting that there 
are "people on Wall Street ... 
pulling down 1.5 to 2 million dol­
lars and they’re going to go home 
with two hundred thousand dol­
lars more in their pockets, and 
they don’t need it."
A less partisan concern of 
Dana’s addresses the projected 
surplus. Although the projection 
was calculated by a non-partisan 
government agency and was 
based upon recent trends in eco­
nomic growth, it is still far from 
an infallible figure. Economic 
growth has, in the recent eco­
nomic boom, been almost double 
what the United States has his­
torically experienced. Therefore, 
Dana and LaRocque don’t expect 
that these figures will be achiev­
able in the future and, conse­
quently, they suspect the tax cut 
could potentially leave the gov­
ernment not only without a sur­
plus, but without the ability to 
balance the budget. For those 
reasons, Dana suggests that the 
Bush tax cut may, ultimately, 
lead a repeat of Reagan’s 1982 
cut, which accelerated the 
growth of the debt.
Professor Azzi provides the 
Republican rebuttal to those con­
cerns. He agrees that the tax cut
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does benefit the upper 50 percent 
of income earners, but adds that 
that is because those people are 
responsible for paying 98 percent 
of the taxes. Furthermore, Azzi 
dislikes the assumption that the 
economy could not continue to 
expand, asking, "why would you
"Why would you 
want to use the 
growth rates of 
the 1950s and 
1960s to project 
the growth rates 
of the next ten 
years?"
—Professor Corry Azzi
want to use the growth rates of 
the 1950s and 1960s to project 
the growth rates of the next ten 
years?" Azzi points to the innova­
tive technological sector of the 
economy and suggests that per­
haps it can maintain the United 
States’ high levels of growth.
Bush’s Social Security is also 
controversial. Whereas Gore 
intends to maintain the program 
virtually unchanged, Bush wish­
es to put the money in social 
security back into the hands of 
the people so that they may
invest in equities, which receive 
higher rates of return in the 
long-term than bonds. The figure 
being discussed is that of one 
trillion dollars, which amounts to 
one seventh of the current Social 
Security allocation. Republicans 
believe that it is reasonable to 
allow people to invest their 
money at increased rates of 
return, whereas Democrats see 
considerable problems in losing 
portions of the program if it is 
under-funded (Dana asserts that 
it is "politically naive" to think 
that Social Security could be dis­
solved; after all, Dana asks 
rhetorically, which congressman 
would vote to eliminate it?).
Interestingly enough, one 
thing each of the professors of 
economics, from the very 
Republican Azzi to LaRocque’s 
knee-jerk Democratic instinct, 
declares the value of free trade. 
LaRocque especially notes that 
free trade is under-appreciated 
in the country. Dana agrees, 
going as far as to say that it 
would be difficult to find a econo­
mist that would not support free 
trade, without that dissonant 
economist providing a nearly 
impossible set of conditions as 
the foundation for the advan­
tages of limited trade to be use­
ful.
The election, which should be 
very close, is next Tuesday.
REMEMBER TO VOTE 
TUESDAY, NOV. 7 .
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Classic Film Club to present American film monument
b y  A ndrew  Karre
------------------------------  S t a f f  W r i t e r
This Saturday, the Classic 
Film Club will screen "A Street 
Car Named Desire," the 1950 
adaptation of the Tennessee 
Williams classic. It features the 
first collaboration of Marlon 
Brando and director Elia 
Kazan, notable most recently 
for his controversial Lifetime 
Achievement Oscar despite tes­
tifying and naming names 
before the House Un-American 
A c t i v i t i e s  
Committee in 
1952, an act for 
which he has still 
not been entirely 
forgiven by his 
peers. The movie 
itself was contro­
versial in its day 
for its rawness 
and direct sexuali­
ty.
It is a film 
embedded in his­
tory and culture. __
People who have 
never seen the 
movie still scream "Stella!" in 
mock despair. All this aside, 
however, the film "Streetcar" is 
unquestionably worthy of the 
"classic" moniker, if only for the 
immortal performances from 
Vivien Leigh and young Marlon 
Brando. (1954's "On the 
Waterfront," again with Brando 
and Kazan and Karl Malden, is 
just as brilliant as "Streetcar.")
It would be difficult for 
"Streetcar" not to be brilliant. It 
has the distinct advantage of 
being based on an even more 
famous play with a screenplay
by the playwright himself and 
with the theatre actor (Brando) 
who made the Stanley Kowalski 
role on the stage stepping over 
to reprise it on the screen. 
Director Elia Kazan was well 
aware of this, it seems, as the 
film does little more than put 
cameras on the play set.
But movies based on great 
literature or theatre have never 
enjoyed a guaranteed place in 
the pantheon of classic film 
simply for making a movie from





“A Streetcar Named 
Desire"
Director: Elia Kazan 
Screenplay: Tennessee 
Williams 
Starring: Marlon Brando, 
Vivien Leigh, Karl Malden, 
Kim Hunter 
Warner Bros. Studios, 1950
Paul Newman, for instance). 
Instead, the film moves the play 
onto the screen, smoothing out 
scene changes and capturing 
the nuances of the actors.
Kazan sets the stage, as it 
were, for Brando to give a per­
formance dissected and lauded 
so many times before this that 
it seems ridiculous to do so 
again (he was nominated for 
the Best Actor Oscar, but lost to 
Bogart for "African Queen"). 
Suffice it to say that the depth 
and detail of his 
character
great material. Perhaps this is 
what drives filmmakers to 
depart so significantly from the 
original in remaking a play for 
the screen, the desire to assert 
forthrightly their artistic indi­
viduality. Kazan knows better 
in "Streetcar," or perhaps he 
doesn't even need to think 
about it with a screenplay by 
Williams and a cast like this. 
The film never gets in the way 
of the performers or the words, 
as it does in lesser adaptations 
(the film version of William's 
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," with
are
breathtaking. He 
invents a whole 
style of male act­




and others. And 
Vivian Leigh does 
not wither in the 
light of Brando's 
performance. She 
is pathetic and 
pitiable with cut- 
— ting immediacy.
These performances them­
selves are reasons to love 
"Streetcar" as a film indepen­
dent of the play. They are not 
performances for the playhouse 
(despite the cast’s roots); their 
details are in close-ups, in 
nuances and subtleties that 
only a camera can frame. Kazan 
is a director good enough to 
understand that his role is the 
management and transparent 
representation of the charac­
ters his stars have created for 
him.
Jazz Weekend promises great 
music, learning experiences
continued from page 1
"Jumpin’ In,” “Triplicate," and 
"Extensions." Holland’s current 
quintet, formed in 1997, was nomi­
nated for a Grammy in 1998 and 
received a Bell Atlantic Jazz 
Combo Award in 1999. It features 
saxophonist Steve Wilson, trom­
bonist Robin Eubanks, vibraphone 
player Steve Nelson, and drummer 
Billy Kilson.
Conservatory majors with a 
jazz emphasis are understandably 
thrilled at the opportunity to 
watch Holland perform and to 
interact with him.
Senior Dan Asher feels that 
this year’s Jazz Weekend will be 
the most exciting to date, "which," 
he adds, "is appropriate for its 20th 
anniversary. I'm very excited to see 
Dave Holland and his current 
group. I think it’s one of the tight­
est ensembles in jazz today, and 
seeing them live ought to be quite 
an experience."
Senior Kyle Struve adds, "I'm
really looking forward to watching 
Dave Holland's rhythm section at 
work. [They] are really serious 
players and their interaction ... is 
very sophisticated and always 
grooving. It's great that the quintet 
is giving a group clinic in addition 
to their performance—that way we 
can listen Friday night and talk 
about it Saturday morning. That's 
a cool thing about Jazz Weekend— 
the fact that such accomplished 
musicians are made so accessible."
The other half of the Jazz 
Weekend one-two combination is 
voice and piano duo Nancy King 
and Steve Christofferson. King and 
Christofferson have been collabo­
rating since 1978. They have 
received numerous accolades for 
their work and have recorded and 
toured extensively. Joining King 
and Christofferson will be local 
jazz musicians, vocalist Janet 
Planet and pianist John Harmon, 
as well as the Lawrence University 
Jazz Singers.
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E A R TH  S E M E S TE R
• Earth Systems Science 
and Policy
• Field research in places 
such as the Sea of Cortez 
and the Sonoran Desert
• Interdisciplinary teamwork
U N IV E R S E  S E M E S TE R
• A stronom y and A strophysics
• Night sky observation with  
a variety of te lescopes  
including our 24" te lescope
• A ccess to professional 
te lescopes at
Kitt P eak  O bservatory
Earth  S ystem s  
S cience and 
A stro n o m y
programs are offered at 
the Arizona campus. 
Undergraduate students 
can earn 16 or more 
Columbia University 
course credits.
VOLVO SCHO LARSHIPS AVAILABLE!
Visit us at www.bio2.edu/education 
or contact student admissions at 
(800) 992-4603 or admissions@bio2.edu
Come write for Hie Lawrentian.
It's fun and well worth your
while.
Contact x6768 for details. Lawrence Crow-Country runners suffer through the Beloit English Style meet in preperation 
for last week’s MiJwcst Conference Championships at Ripon.
photo by Dan Leers
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W om en’s soccer claims first- 
ever Midwest Conference title
Vikings’ volleyball dominates Ripon
b y  D a n  Kim
F riday, N ovem ber  3
_______________________ b y  lopiE Primus
The women’s soccer team 
brought home its first conference 
title ever this past weekend by 
defeating Grinnell in triple over­
time play.
Even though Grinnell out-shot 
Lawrence 26-11 and out-ranked 
the opposing Vikings second in the 
conference to fourth, they came 
away unfulfilled in their quest for 
a conference title.
In order to advance into the 
final round, the Lawrence women 
had to first put away St. Norbert 
College. After a full game without a 
score and two overtimes without a 
goal, the women moved into a 
shoot-out. The Vikings kicked the 
final goal of the game, which enti­
tled them the chance to play for the 
national tournament and a shot at 
taking their first conference title.
Even though they were fin­
gered as the underdogs, the Vikes 
made it clear that they were ready 
to play. The first score of the game 
came from an unassisted break­
away by Megan Tiemann in the 
20th minute. Leading at the start 
of the second half, the Lawrence 
women felt that they had a good 
thing going until Grinnell’s Amy
Members of the women's soccer team pose with President Warch after securing their 
first-ever Midwest Conference title in a triple over-time victory over Grinnell College. 
The team subsequently lost at the national level to Albion College, 2-0.
photo by Cameron Kramlich
Walters scored with only 21 min­
utes left in the game, tying the 
score at 1-1. The first two over­
times were evenly matched as the 
clock ticked on.
Finally, in the third overtime, 
Tiemann, with her second goal of 
the day, scored 128 minutes into 
the game. The goal finished the 
season for Grinnell and proved 
that the Vikings are a team not to 
be reckoned with. The team was 
led by Katie Wilkin, who had an
excellent day in goal with a total of 
19 saves. The team was also 
encouraged by the determined 
mindset of the individual players. 
The women proved that they are 
the best of the best in the Midwest 
Conference.
The national game in Albion, 
Michigan this Wednesday was a 
change from the conference tour­
nament. The Viking women lost to 
Albion 2-0.
Women’s volleyball is alive 
and well at Lawrence 
University.
This past week featured a 
great match up against division 
opponent Ripon College, which 
resulted in a three game sweep.
After a dominating first 
game, which the Vikings won 
15-3, the remaining games 
were each close throughout.
In the next match, the 
women upped the score from 4- 
4 to 10-10. Ripon wanted to win 
this game, and was up game 
point 14 -  11. The Viking 
defense played well, with key 
digs by Jenny Buris and great 
blocks by twin towers Lis 
Pollock and Kayte Hansen.
After a controversial call, in 
which the ref called one too 
many touches against 
Lawrence, Ripon got the ball 
back. The Viking women rallied 
back to win the game with a 
score of 16- 14, despite great 
play by the Ripon weapon, 
Sandi DeVries.
The third game was exciting 
as well. The Vikings moved 
ahead early with plays from 
Shannon Arendt and Pollock 
for a score of 8-2. Ripon was 
ready to respond, and scored in 
large amount, showing a lot of 
leadership from veterans Bri 
Larson and Andrea Johnson.
Brianna Feivor looks on as Tricia Freiburger reaches serves. The Vikings swept divi­
sion rivals Ripon College in all three matches.
photo by Dan Leers
Ripon was able to capitalize on 
sloppy play and create opportu­
nities of their own, cutting the 
deficit 10-8, ending at 12-12. 
Ripon’s Lacy Jones had a nice 
put-away, allowing them to 
achieve game point, but costly 
errors by Ripon allowed 
Lawrence to make the score 
even at 14 all. The Vikings 
eventually won, due to a couple 
of great tips by Arendt and 
Hansen. The Vikings won with 
a final score 17-15.
Although this team began
with a slow start, they have 
won six out their last nine 
matches. Coach Kim Tatro 
describes this team as "young 
and exciting," with "different 
people stepping up each week." 
The girls remain optimistic and 
are very supportive of each 
other.
The Midwest Conference 
volleyball tournament is 
Friday, Nov. 3 and Saturday 
Nov. 4 at Monmouth College.
••Upcoming games: Nov. 4, Lawrence vs. Ripon (away)- 








St. Norbert 4 0 21 13
Carroll 3 1 13 18
Lawrence 2 2 11 14
Ripon 1 3 14 20
Beloit 0 4 7 23
South Division
Lake Forest 4 0 20 5
Illinois C. 3 1 17 14
Grinnell 2 2 9 21
Monmouth 1 3 16 18
Knox 0 4 7 22
••Upcoming matches: Nov. 3-4, MWC tournament @ 







••Vikings lose to Albion College Wed. 2-0 at the national 










St. Norbert 3 5
Carroll 3 6
Illinois C. 2 7
Lawrence 0 9
Overall
1 w L 1
0 14 2 0
0 11 5 0
0 8 7 1
0 6 9 0
1 7 8 1
0 5 10 1
1 7 8 1
0 8 8 0
0 2 13 0
0 1 15 0
••Upcoming games: Nov. 4-5, MWC tournament
CROSS COUNTRY
Conference results:
Viking men: placed 4th, 117 points 
Viking women: placed 2nd, 48 points
••Upcoming meets: Nov. 11, NCAA midwest regional meet @ 
Oshkosh; Nov. 18, NCAA national meet @ Spokane, WA
Overall
L
8 0
7 1
6 2
4 4
3 5
3 5
3 5
2 6
1 7
1 7
St. Norbert
MWC
W
7
Ripon 6
Illinois C. 5
Grinnell 4
Carroll 3
Lake Forest 3
Beloit 3
Monmouth 2
Knox 1
Lawrence 1
